SY21-22 By the Outcomes*

- **99%** of students remained in school through the end of the 2021-22 school year
- **97%** of K-11 students were promoted to the next grade
- **95%** of 12th grade students graduated or received a GED
- **5,600** graduates and GED recipients planned to attend some form of postsecondary education**
- **73%** of students met or made progress toward at least one of their attendance goals
- **88%** of students met or made progress toward at least one of their academic goals
- **84%** of students met or made progress toward at least one of their behavior goals
- **81%** of students met or made progress toward at least one of their social and emotional learning (SEL) goals

*Outcomes refer to case-managed students
**Includes both 11th and 12th grade students
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SY21-22 By the Numbers

3,270 schools and community sites were served by Communities In Schools® (CIS®)

1.8 MILLION students were reached with CIS® supports and resources

89% of case-managed students were eligible for free or reduced-price lunch

185,300 students were case-managed

81% of case-managed students served were students of color

304,500 parents and guardians engaged through CIS® supports

4,780 local staff members carried out the CIS® mission

8,000 community partner organizations worked with CIS® to support students

15,500 community volunteers donated their time

$11.9 MILLION worth of volunteer time was contributed

114 CIS® organizations and licensees operated in 25 states and the District of Columbia

$428 MILLION in revenue was generated by local and state organizations*

1.8 MILLION students were reached with CIS® supports and resources

$428 MILLION in revenue was generated by local and state organizations*

*This includes a one-time aggregate gift from MacKenzie Scott.
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